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The fossil fuel industry's invisible colonisation of
academia
Corporate capture of academic research by the fossil fuel industry
is an elephant in the room and a threat to tackling climate change.
A combination of file photos shows the logos of five of the largest publicly traded oil companies;
BP, Chevron, Exxon Mobil, Royal Dutch Shell, and Total. Photograph: REUTERS/Reuters

On February 16, the Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer Center
hosted a film screening of the ň4CVKQPCN /KFFNG 'PGTI[ 5GTKGUŉ The
university promoted the event as ň(KPFKPI 'PGTI[ņU 4CVKQPCN /KFFNGŉ
and described the film’s motivation as ňC PGGF CPF FGUKTG HQT C
DCNCPEGFFKUEWUUKQPCDQWVVQFC[ņUGPGTI[KUUWGUŉ
Who can argue with balance and rationality? And with Harvard’s stamp of approval, surely the
information presented to students and the public would be credible and reliable. Right?
Wrong.
The event’s sponsor was 5JGNN 1KN %QORCP[. The producer of the film series was 5JGNN. The film’s
director is Vice President of a family-owned oil and gas company, and has taken approximately
$300,000 from 5JGNN. The host, *CTXCTF -GPPGF[5EJQQN, has received at least $3.75 million from 5JGNN.
And the event’s panel included a 5JGNN'ZGEWVKXG8KEG2TGUKFGPV.
The film ň6JG)TGCV6TCPUKVKQPŉ says natural gas is ňENGCPŉ (in terms of carbon emissions, it is not) and
that low-carbon, renewable energy is a ňXGT[NQPIVKOGQHHŉ (which is a political judgment, not a fact).
Amy Myers Jaffe, identified in the film as the 'ZGEWVKXG &KTGEVQT QH 'PGTI[ CPF 5WUVCKPCDKNKV[ at the
University of California, Davis, says,
“We need to be realistic that we’re gonna use fossil fuels now, because in the end, we are.”
We are not told that she is a member of the 750CVKQPCN2GVTQNGWO%QWPEKN.
The film also features Richard Newell, who is identified as a Former Administrator at the 75 'PGTI[
+PHQTOCVKQP#FOKPKUVTCVKQP.

ň;QW ECP IGV  TGFWEVKQPU KP [QWT GOKUUKQPU TGNCVKXG VQ EQCN VJTQWIJ PCVWTCN ICUŉ JG
UC[UKIPQTKPIVJGOGVJCPGNGCMUVJCVWPFGTOKPGUWEJENCKOU
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The film neglects to mention that the 'PGTI[ +PKVKCVKXG 0GYGNN founded and directed at &WMG 7PKXGTUKV[
was given $4 million by an Executive Vice President of a natural gas company.
Michelle Michot Foss, who offers skepticism about battery production for renewables, is identified as
the %JKGH'PGTI['EQPQOKUVCVVJG%GPVGTHQT'PGTI['EQPQOKEUCVVJG7PKXGTUKV[QH6GZCUCV#WUVKP. What’s
not said is that the 'PGTI[ +PUVKVWVG she founded at UT Austin is funded by %JGXTQP 'ZZQP/QDKN, and
other fossil fuel interests including VJG -QEJ (QWPFCVKQP, or that she’s a partner in a natural gas
company.
You may notice a pattern. The very experts we assume to be objective, and the very centers of
research we assume to be independent, are connected with the very industry the public believes they
are objectively studying. Moreover, these connections are often kept hidden.
To say that these experts and research centers have conflicts of interest is an understatement: many
of them exist as they do only DGECWUG of the fossil fuel industry. They are industry projects with the
appearance of neutrality and credibility given by academia.
After years conducting energy-related research at *CTXCTF and /+6, we have come to discover
firsthand that this pattern is systemic. Funding from 5JGNN %JGXTQP $2, and other oil and gas
companies dominates *CTXCTFņU energy and climate policy research, and *CTXCTF research directors
consult for the industry. These are the experts tasked with formulating policies for countering climate
change, policies that threaten the profits – indeed the existence – of the fossil fuel industry.
Down the street at /+6, the Institute’s 'PGTI[ +PKVKCVKXG is almost entirely funded by fossil fuel
companies, including 5JGNN'ZZQP/QDKNCPF%JGXTQP. /+6 has taken $185 million from oil billionaire and
climate denial financier David Koch, who is a Life Member of the university’s board.
The trend continues at 5VCPHQTF, where one of us now works. The university’s )NQDCN %NKOCVGCPF'PGTI[
2TQLGEV is funded by 'ZZQP/QDKN CPF 5EJNWODGTIGT. The Project’s founding director is a petroleum
engineer, and its current director is a reservoir engineer. Its current director also co-directs 5VCPHQTFņU
2TGEQWTV+PUVKVWVGHQT 'PGTI[ which is named after (and was co-founded by) the CEO of a natural gas
company (now owned by 5JGNN). Across the bay, 7%$GTMGNG[’s 'PGTI[$KQUEKGPEGU+PUVKVWVG is the product
of a $500 million deal with $2 – one that gives the company power over which research projects get
funded and which don’t.
Fossil fuel interests – oil, gas, and coal companies, fossil-fueled utilities, and fossil fuel investors have colonized nearly every nook and cranny of energy and climate policy research in American
universities, and much of energy science too. And they have done so quietly, without the general
public’s knowledge.
For comparison, imagine if public health research were funded predominantly by the tobacco
industry. It doesn’t take a neurosurgeon to understand the folly of making policy or science research
financially dependent on the very industry it may regulate or negatively affect. *CTXCTF’s school of
public health no longer takes funding from the tobacco industry for that very reason. Yet such
conflicts of interest are not only rife in energy and climate research, they are the norm.
This norm is no accident: it is the product of a public relations strategy to neutralize science and
target those whom 'ZZQP/QDKN dubbed ň+PHQTOGF+PHNWGPVKCNUŉ and it comes straight out of $KI6QDCEEQ’s
playbook. The myriad benefits of this strategy to the fossil fuel industry (and its effects on academic
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research) range from benign to insidious to unconscionable, but the big picture is simple: academia
has a problem.
As scientists and policy experts rush to find solutions to the greatest challenge humanity has ever
faced, our institutions are embroiled in a nationwide conflict of interest with the industry that has the
most to lose. Our message to universities is: stop ignoring it.
We are not saying that universities must cut all ties with all fossil fuel companies. Energy research is
so awash with fossil fuel funding that such a proposal would imply major changes. What we are
saying is that denial – ň+ FQPņV UGG C EQPHNKEVŉ /+6’s Chairman told the $QUVQP )NQDG – is no longer
acceptable.
Two parallel approaches can help. First, mandatory standards should be established in climate policy
and energy research for disclosing financial and professional ties with fossil fuel interests, akin to
those required in medical research. And second, conflicts of interest should be reduced by prioritizing
less conflicted funding and personnel.
One way or another, the colonization of academia by the fossil fuel industry must be confronted.
Because when our nation’s ňKPFGRGPFGPVŉ research to stop climate change is in fact dependent on an
industry whose interests oppose that goal, neither the public nor the future is well served.
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